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Abstract 

Although there is a significant requirement for complex micro parts, current metal processing 

additive manufacturing techniques are limited in achievable part accuracy and geometric 

resolution. Due to the recently developed process of Micro Laser Melting (MLM) new 

potentials in micro manufacturing are realizable. 

This paper gives an overview of the present potentials of MLM using 316L steel powder. 

While using powder material with a grain size of ≤ 5 µm this technique enables layer 

thicknesses from 5 to 7 µm. Due to the use of different exposure strategies and laser modes 

(pulsed and continuous radiation) high aspect ratios up to 260 could be realized with thin wall 

structures. Furthermore, the influence of laser mode and exposure sequence on the part 

density, surface quality and accuracy of lattice structures with a minimum wall thickness 

lower than 40 µm is analyzed. 

 

Introduction 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) or 3D printing encompasses all current known layer-wise 

fabrication techniques for rapid prototyping (RP) or rapid manufacturing (RM). The 

development of these processes started around 1990 (Kruth, 1991). Due to the adding up of 

discrete layers, a high degree of design freedom for the manufacturing of complex parts is 

possible. The typical process advantages are near net-shape manufacturing, the possibility to 

realize a part direct from its CAD data and that no part geometry or feature specific tools are 

required. By selective laser melting (SLM) the repetitive melting and solidification of metal 

powder layers enables the creation of parts with similar mechanical properties like parts made 

to those of bulk material (Kruth et al., 2005). This enables AM for the fabrication of parts for 

applications like automotive, aerospace and the medical industry. Due to trends like mass 

customization and the need of a higher functional integration AM is becoming an increasingly 

cost efficient possibility for the manufacturing of small to medium lot sizes. At the current 

state of SLM various metals (e.g. titanium (Over, 2003), (Osakada and Shiomi, 2006); 

aluminum (Zhang, 2004); various steels (Rombouts et al., 2006) or its alloys are used. 

 

In response to the miniaturization trend and the increasing of the micro production market the 

AM process had to be enhanced to fulfill such needs as achievable accuracy and resolution. In 

2003 Regenfuss et al (Regenfuss et al., 2005) presented microlaser sintering (MLS) or laser 

micro sintering as a newly developed approach of the selective laser sintering (SLS) process. 

At this time, the process showed the new potential to realize metallic parts smaller than 

100 µm. Since then, different investigations were carried out to generate micro parts by using 

layer thicknesses lower than 10 µm and powder particle sizes smaller than d50 = 5 µm. 

Currently, different names, similar to the diverse terms for SLM, for MLS are common. The 

following Table 1 gives an overview of the current state: 
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Table 1: comparison of different investigations of additive metal manufacturing 

in the micro scale 

 

 LHM, Mittweida LZH, Hannover ILT, Aachen 

e.g. publications 

(Regenfuß et al., 

2003; Regenfuß et 

al., 2007; Exner et 

al., 2008) 

(Gieseke et al., 

2012b; Gieseke et 

al., 2012a) 

(Schniedenharn et al; 

Meiners, 2014) 

processed Material 

Tungsten, 

aluminium, copper, 

silver, 316L, 

molybdenum, 

titanium, 80Ni20Cr 

316L 
316L, nickel, H11 

(1.2343) 

Particle size 0.3 – 10 µm 5 – 25 µm d50= 7.9 µm 

Focus diameter 25 µm 19.4 µm 30 µm 

Laser power 0.5 – 2 kW 25 W n.s. 

Laser mode pulsed 5 -20 kHz continuous wave 
continuous wave / 

pulsed 

Layer thickness n.s. 20-30 µm 10 µm 

Achieved density > 95% n.s. n.s. 

Achieved aspect ratio 300 (10 µm notch) 30 n.s. 

Smallest structure 
ligaments 20 µm, 

notches 10 µm 
30 µm thick wall 

55 µm with cw 

42.7 µm with pulsed 

mode 

Surface quality Ra = 1.5 µm Ra = 8 µm 
Ra = 1.47 µm 

Sa = 1 – 2 µm 

 

In summary all these shown investigations follow the approach of increasing the resolution of 

the previously known SLM or SLS process which can be described as scalable techniques 

(Vaezi et al., 2013). The described increase in resolution is realized by downscaling the 

significant size affecting parameters e.g. spot diameter, layer thickness and particle size. 

Although there are some more investigations about AM in the micro scale the 

followingdefinition for micro AM of (Gebhardt, 2013) which means that the typical 

dimensions of a manufactured part is in the range of 10 till 100 µm will be used. Typical for 

micro manufacturing with AM are scales like powder grain sizes lower than 10 µm, layer 

thicknesses under 10 µm and laser focus diameter smaller than 40 µm. With the ability to fit 

this definition for the micro additive manufacturing the Institute of Production Management, 

Technology and Machine Tools (PTW), TU Darmstadt shows in this paper the current 

potential of micro selective laser melting (µSLM) by processing the stainless steel 316L with 

a commercially available system from 3D-Microprint GmbH Chemnitz. 

 

Experimental Setup 

The processed material was gas atomized 316L, a material which was also used in micro AM 

(Table 1) and in different SLM studies (Kamath et al., 2014b). The powder had a grain size of 

d50 = 3.5 µm and spherical particle shape (Figure 1). This material was also used for the base 

plate in the process. 
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Figure 1: SEM of the used 316L stainless steel powder  

For the investigations presented in this paper, an EOSINT µ60 micro laser sintering (MLS) 

system from 3D-Microprint GmbH Chemnitz was used. With this system it is possible to 

expose the powder layers in continuous and/or in Q-switch pulsed laser mode. The relevant 

system characteristics are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Characteristics of the used AM system EOSINT µ60  

 

 

 

 

 

Experimental procedure 

As described above continuous and pulsed laser exposition is commonly used for SLM in the 

micro scale (Regenfuß et al., 2007), (Nölke et al.), (Schniedenharn et al.). Therefore a 

comparison of both exposure strategies at different process parameter settings is presented. 

To identify stable process parameter combinations with the focus on the melt pool stability 

single track experiments were carried out. Previous experiments had shown, that due to the 

mean powder particle size of d50 = 3.5 µm a layer thickness of 7 µm leads to stable recoating 

results. As base plate material also 316L was used. To show the potentials of different laser 

modes for the manufacturing of micro parts, the continuous wave (cw) exposure was 

compared to the exposure using pulsed laser mode. The investigated process parameters for 

the single track experiments using continuous wave exposure were the scan speed (vs), 

ranging from 100 mm/s to 3900 mm/s in steps of 200 mm/s, and the laser power (PL), ranging 

from 1.5 W up to 30 W in steps of 1.5 W. 

For the pulsed laser mode exposure single track experiments the pulse repetition rates (PRF) 

ranging from 10 kHz to 390 kHz steps of 20 kHz and the pulse distances (pd) ranging 5 µm to 

laser power 30 W 

focus diameter 30 µm 

pulsed mode PRF 1 kHz - 1 MHz 

scan speed max 7  m/s 

shielding gas argon; O2 & H2O < 10 ppm 

build envelope max. Ø 56 mm * 30 mm  
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15 µm in 5 µm steps were additionally investigated. The pulse shape was kept constant as a 

ramp shapeand the pulse duration time was kept constant at 250 ns. 

The single track experiments for both laser modes were repeated five times and the resulting 

single tracks were optically analyzed with a measurement microscope LEICA DM6000 at a 

magnification of 100X. After the track analysis a selection of the process parameters which 

are showing a stable melt pool behavior were selected. From these selected parameters the 

line energy levels (EL) can be calculated using formula (1) 

 
   

  

  
 

(1) 

Based on the calculated line energy levels, parameter combinations with the highest, medium 

and lowest laser power were determined for the further density analyses. 

For density analyses three cuboids with the dimension of 5 * 5 *6 mm³ for each parameter 

combination were generated. These cuboids were produced as multilayered solid test 

specimens for density measurements with a layer thickness of 7 µm. The hatching was carried 

out as a meander hatch strategy with a hatch space of hs = 21 µm. This value for hatch space 

was used in relation to the suggestion of Meiners (Meiners, 1999), who prefers to set the 

hatch space as a factor of the laser focus diameter (fd) times the hatch space factor. According 

his experiments a value of 0.7 is a good fit for selective laser melting of metal materials. The 

following the formula (2) can be used to calculate a value for hs.  

             (2) 

the angle increment between each layer was fixed to 83°. For this analysis three numbered 

cuboids per parameter setup were built. Each cuboid was placed by randomizing its position 

and its sequence of the parameter setup on the base plate. The position of the specimens 

occurred in a diagonal orientation to avoid an overlapping by the coating process.  

During this and all other experiments, the oxygen and humidity level of the process chamber 

atmosphere was below 3 ppm. For the density measurement the separation of the probes from 

the base plate was done with a band saw at low cutting speeds. After the separation each 

specimen was cleaned with a cleaning procedure of the test specimens similar to (Kamath et 

al., 2014a). All cuboids were separated and the three ones with the same process parameter 

setup were stored together in one beaker glass. The cuboids were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath 

in three steps, each took about 5 minutes. First a 5% solution of Sonoswiss Cleaner T4 SW-

C T4 and deionized water was used, in the second step the probes were purged in pure 

deionized water. As a last cleaning step the cuboids were rinsed in technical pure isopropanol. 

For outgassing the probes were stored  over the night and additionally dried for 90 minutes in 

a drying cabinet at 150° C with air circulation. The measurement of the density was done in 

relation to the suggested approach of Spierings and Levy (Spierings et al., 2011) by using the 

Archimedes method. The density was calculated with the formula (3) 

    
  

      
     

(3) 

The total mass (ma) at air of all three cleaned, dried and outgassed specimens for each 

parameter setup was measured together. For the weight measurement a calibrated Kern ABT 

220-4M scale was used. After all specimens where measured dry, the mass (mfl) in acetone of 

technical pureness was balanced. The temperature specific density (ρfl(t)) of acetone was used 

for the calculation of the part density (ρp) and so the formula (4) could be specified as 

    
  

      
        

(4) 
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To indicate the achievable aspect ratio a lattice structures in a single track layout for each wall 

with different line energy levels were build. The distance from wall to wall was 500 µm, the 

dimension in the x-y-plane 5 * 5 mm² and the height 15 mm. The wall thickness of each 

specimen structure was measured on 50 different points along the walls with a 

LEICA DM 6000 microscope at a magnification of 100X and a resolution of 0.5µm. 

To analyze the possible surface quality the parameter combination which achieved the highest 

density levels was used to build a test specimen which had the dimensions of 

20 * 20 * 1 mm³. The exposure strategy was the same as in the density analyses. According to 

(DIN EN ISO 4288) three measurements of a length of 17.5 mm were taken in three different 

orientations to the build direction of the specimen. To quantify the achievable surface quality 

the value of the arithmetical mean roughness Ra was determined by the use of a 

MarSurf GD25 and a MFW-250 tracing arm from Mahr GmbH Germany. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Single track experiments 

Based on the results of the single track analyses all experiments for continuous wave and 

pulsed laser mode were categorized into the occurred phenomena. 

The melt pool stability shows six different levels of process stability in the single track 

experiments within the continuous wave laser mode exposure. These six levels are reaching 

from not visible tracks over occurred balling phenomena, tracks with defects or 

inhomogeneity to tracks which were homogeneous. The resulting process stability chart is 

shown in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2: process stability chart during the single track experiments with cw 

exposure and a variation of laser power and the scan speed 

The raised track phenomena which occurred at line energies higher than EL = 0.1 J/mm results 

in tracks where fragments of the track are higher than the actual layer thickness. At line 

energy levels below EL = 0.1 J/mm, tracks with a homogeneous width and shape with no 

partial molten powder particles at the track itself can be determined. These smooth and steady 

tracks occur between a line energy density of EL = 0.1 J/mm and around EL = 0.6 J/mm. With 

a decrease of the line energy under a level of EL = 0.015 J/mm the number of defects on the 
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tracks is increaing significantly. With a further decrease of the line energy level, only some 

small fragments or ruins can be identified. Due to higher scan speeds, the balling effect also 

occurs. At line energy levels below EL = 0.006 J/mm no melt pool or visible track can be 

recognized. In Figure 3 an overview of the occurred phenomena’s and the categorization of 

these are shown. 

 

 
Figure 3: microscope visions (100X) of the described categories during the 

single track experiments with continuous wave laser mode exposure 

To analyze the melt pool stability using the pulsed laser mode, an influence of pulse distance 

which was varied from pd = 5 µm up to pd = 15 µm can be determined. In the experiments 

with pd = 5 µm mainly irregular tracks or sublimation of the base plate material occurs. The 

sublimation of base plate material means that material is removed due to excessively high 

energy input into the base plate by the pulsed laser energy. As an effect of this the base plate 

is irregularly engraved along the track path. 

 

With an increase of the pulse distance at most combinations no visible track can be 

recognized. Especially with a pulse distance of pd = 15 µm no visible structure of a melt pool 

or of the scanned track is recognizable. At a pulse distance of pd = 10 µm an area of irregular 

tracks with defects and also balling occurs between both the other phenomena of sublimation 

and no visible structure. In Figure 4 the process chart of the pulsed exposure analyses is 

shown.  

 

vs 300 mm/s PL 10.5 W

homogenous track irregular track & defects

vs 1500 mm/s PL 18 W

small structures

vs 2700 mm/s PL 18 W

balling effect

vs 500 mm/s PL 6 W

raised track

vs 100 mm/s PL 9 W
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Figure 4: process stability chart stability  during the single track experiments 

with a variation of laser power, pulse repetition rate and the pulse distan ce 

during pulsed laser exposure 

Overall experiments no stable melt pool can be achieved, so that no process parameter 

combination for a homogenous track can be determined. Figure 6 gives examples for the 

different phenomena occurring in the pulsed mode exposure.  

 

 

Figure 5: microscope visions (100X) of the described categories during the 

single track experiments with pulsed laser mode exposure 

The pulsed laser mode tracks cannot be compared with the achieved process stability of the 

continuous wave laser mode generated tracks. All the so-called irregular tracks have a high 

number of defects and occurred high rate of balling can be seen. Due to this poor process 
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stability at the analyzed single pulsed exposure, no further analyses were carried out with 

pulsed laser mode exposure. 

 

Density analyses: variation of line energy level EL 

For the further investigations, a first setup of process parameters (black lined area in Figure 3) 

were used to analyze the influence of the line energy level to the track width. The used 

parameter combinations of the laser power and the scan speed were estimated by the use of 

formula 1. The observed line energy levels which were used to calculate these combinations 

were the lower (EL = 0.015 J/mm) and the higher line energy level (EL = 0.1 J/mm) of the area 

of a stable melt pool behavior shown in Figure 3. Also the medium line energy level of 

EL = 0.015 J/mm was used to analyze the achievable track width. The determined parameter 

combinations are shown in Table 3.  

Table 3: Process parameter setups for density analyses  

 

Process parameter # laser power PL [W] scan speed vs [mm/s] line energy [J/mm] 

1 12 800 

0.015 2 21 1400 

3 30 2000 

4 12 210 

0.0575 5 21 370 

6 30 520 

7 12 120 

0.1 8 21 210 

9 30 300 

 

The resulting track width due to the use of these parameter combinations is in the range of 

23 µm and 69 µm. A microscope image and the measured track width wtrack value, which was 

measured ten times, for each parameter combination is shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6: track width of the different parameter setups at the single track 

experiments with continuous wave exposure 
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With the in Table 3 shown parameter setups and a constant hatch space of hs = 21 µm 

multilayered cuboids for the density analyze were generated. In this experiment high levels 

for the relative density up to ρrel = 99.31 % can be reached (Figure 7). 

 

 
 

Figure 7: influence of the line energy to the achievable relative density  with 

continuous waver exposure 

At higher line energy levels of EL = 0.0575 J/mm and EL = 0.1 J/mm, an increase in the laser 

power from PL = 21 W up to PL = 30 W, does not lead to a significant increase of the relative 

density.  

 

At the lower line energy level of EL = 0.015 J/mm the increase in the laser power has a 

significant influence to the density. The increase of the relative density is reaching a value of 

Δρrel = 1.3 % for a laser power increase from PL = 12 W to PL = 30 W, which equates a 

ΔPL = 18 W.  

 

The parameter with the highest scan speed of vs = 2000 mm/s and a laser power of pL = 30 W 

results in an acceptable relative density of ρrel = 98.82 %. In relation this scan speed setup is 

around 6.6 times higher in compared to the scan speed parameter of vs = 300 mm/s which 

results in a relative density of ρrel = 99.31 %. With an increase of the scan speed by the factor 

of 6.6 only a decrease Δρrel = 0.49 % occurs. This result shows that in a relatively wide range 

of line energy parts with a high relative density can be realized by µSLM using continuous 

wave laser mode. 

 

Density analyses: variation of hatch space hs 

To analyze the impact of the hatch distance on the density the parameter combination which 

resulted in the highest density of ρrel = 99.31 % was used. At a laser power of PL = 30 W and a 

scan speed of vs = 300 mm/s, the hatch distance was varied between hs = 14 µm and 

hs = 45 µm in 6 µm steps. The results of the density analyses can be seen in figure 8.  
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Figure 8: influence of the hatch space to the achievable relative density with 

continuous waver exposure at a laser power P L = 30 W and a scan speed of  

vs = 300 mm/s 

The decrease of the hatch distance from hs = 21 µm to hs = 15 µm is resulting in a very small 

decrease of the relative density Δρrel = 0.02 %. With an increase of the hatch space the relative 

density is decreasing. The density decrease reaches a value of Δρrel = 0.55 % while the hatch 

space was increased more than two times to a value of hs = 45 µm. 

 

In the single track experiments the parameter combination of a laser power PL = 30 W and a 

scan speed of vs = 300 mm/s results in a track width of wtrack = 69 µm. It was to be expected 

that with an increase of track width the hatch space could be increased without a decrease in 

density. However the investigation shows a decrease in density due to higher hatch spaces.  

 

This can be explained by the scan overlap of a single track at the low hatch distances when 

building with parallel tracks. In this context the in the first density analyses found parameter 

setup of a laser power of PL = 30 W, a scan speed of vs = 300 mm/s and a hatch space 

hs = 21 µm giving again a good potential to achieve a high relative density.  
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Analyses of achievable aspect ratio 

The lattice structures for the aspect ratio analyses were built using the three different line 

energy levels of the density investigations at the highest laser power of PL = 30 W. It was not 

possible to build a lattice structure using the lowest line energy of EL = 0.015 J/mm. Only two 

lattice structures can be analyzed. The measured wall thickness and the achieved aspect ratio 

at the height of 15 mm can be seen in Figure 9.  

 

Figure 9: results of the aspect ratio analyzes  

This result shows, that a low line energy level of EL = 0.015 J/mm can be used to create 

cuboids with a high density but is not possible to build thin wall lattice structures with it. 

Compared to the single line experiments the wall thickness is increasing minimal by adding 

up layers to a structure. 

 

 

Analyses of surface quality 

The orientation of the analyzed planes and the measured arithmetical mean roughness Ra is 

shown in Figure 10. 

 

 
 

Figure 10: surface measurement at the tested wall and Ra mean values at the 

different surfaces 

The best surface quality can be achieved on the top face (+ ez – plane) with Ramean = 7.29 µm. 

These results confirm influence of the orientation of surfaces to the build direction on the 

surface quality. Caused by partly molten powder particles the quality of vertical orientated 

surfaces is not as good as the surface quality of horizontal orientated ones. The relatively high 

surface roughness values in relation to the used powder particle size can be explained with the 

used exposure strategy. Due to the rotation of the scan vectors most of the vectors are not 

parallel to the outer surfaces of the part, resulting in higher surface roughness. An additional 

contour scan could be used to obtain higher surface qualities. This will be the focus in future 

studies. 

500 µm

 wall thickness aspect ratio 

EL = 0.1 J/mm 73 µm 204 

EL = 0.0575 J/mm 57 µm 262 

EL = 0.015 J/mm No lattice structure built 

 Ramean 

- ex – planevertical 8.00 µm 

- ey – planehorizontal 8.38 µm 

- ey – planevertical 9.43 µm 

+ ez – plane 7.29 µm 
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Summary 

In the presented paper, the current potentials of µSLM using 316L are shown. The exposure 

of continuous wave laser mode and pulsed laser mode were compared and, due to the 

instability of the single track at pulsed laser mode, only continuous wave laser mode was 

investigated in further experiments, which focused on the achievable density, surface quality 

and aspect ratio. Using continuous wave laser mode exposure, it is possible to reach the 

following characteristics: 

- a relative density of ρrel = 99.32 % 

- a medium influence of the line energy level at low laser power 

levels was shown 

- an increase of the scan speed by the factor of 6.6 leads only to a 

decrease of the relative density Δρrel = 0.49 % 

- a small influence of the hatch space between the shown parameters 

consists, this may be used to increase the building rate 

- surface qualities between arithmetical mean roughness 

Ra = 7.29 – 9.43 µm 

- aspect ratios up to 262 with single standing thin walls can be 

realized 

 

Furthermore with the pulsed laser mode using a single exposure strategy, only a poor single 

track quality in comparison to the continuous wave laser mode occurred. In further 

investigations, the pulse mode will be focused on to identify its potential in comparison to that 

which has been demonstrated in the work of other researchers. 
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